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Liu Yichang and the Temporalities of Capitalist Modernity*
劉以鬯與資本主義的時間性

Kwai-cheung LO
羅貴祥
The Humanities Programme and the Department of English, Hong Kong Baptist University
香港浸會大學人文學課程及英文系

Liu Yichang 劉以鬯 has been generally considered as one of the most significant figures
in modern literature of Hong Kong, and his fictions have often been praised for their innovative
techniques and modernist style.1 Constituting the intersections of pasts and presents through the
portrayals of different characters, Liu’s stories also endeavors to depict how the totalizing process
of capitalist modernization has installed a unifying temporality on a developing colonial society
like Hong Kong in the 1960s and 1970s, despite the fact that people in the city are living vastly
different in their everyday life. The temporalities of social life described in Liu’s works are always
eventful in the sense that they are contingent, discontinuous, changeable, irreversible and uneven.
But unlike social historian who sees the flow of time as being punctuated by significant event or
by social action that irrevocably alters the situation in which it occurs, Liu is more interested in
the heterogeneous flows of time and ambivalent situations than in the key happening or turning
point in the course of history.
What has been captured in Liu’s fictions, other than the unstoppable expansive capitalist
dynamic to every sphere of life, is some pervasive restlessness immanent in the texture of modern
social experiences. While capitalism generates the realm of everydayness that realizes the
apparently massive de-hierarchization of social life and manifests the aspirations of the voiceless
ordinary people, such space may not be entirely assimilated and integrated into the rationalization
process. Yet, such space is not necessarily concrete either but sometimes characterized in the form
of desires or fantasies for change and anxieties or fears of what transformation may bring. The
inexorably growing capitalist modernity drawn by Liu, alternately or simultaneously liberating
and oppressing, always keeps many of his characters on edge.
Migrated from Shanghai to Hong Kong in the late 1940s, Liu is equipped with a keen
awareness of the constant pulse of past and present and the incessant co-existence of different
temporalities and modes of production experienced by the masses. In his short autobiography,
Liu wrote that “in the winter of 1948, finance was in big chaos. Hauizhen publisher 懷正文化
社 (where he worked) almost stopped operating. I left Shanghai for Hong Kong.”2 The civil
war between the Nationalist Party and the Communist Party has brought detrimental effects on
China’s economy which was further exacerbated by the Nationalist government’s corruption and
incompetence to manage its finances. As a result, hyperinflation broke out in 1948 and there
followed the victory of the Communist Party and the establishment of the People’s Republic of
China in 1949. Consistently Liu avoids high politics in his writing. He has only used the phase
*

The Chinese version of this article is collected in Leung Ping-kwan, Tam Kwok-kan, Wong King-fai and Wong
Shuk-han, eds., Liu Yichang yu Xianggang Xiandai zhuyi 劉以鬯與香港現代主義 [Liu Yichang and Hong
Kong Modernism] (Hong Kong: Open University of Hong Kong Press, 2010), 61-76.
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For the relatively comprehensive study, see Mei Zi 梅子 and Yi Ming-shan 易明善, eds., Liu Yichang Yanjiu
Zhuanji 劉以鬯研究專集 [Special Collections of the Studies on Liu Yichang] (Chengdu: Sizhuan daxue
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“jinrong dahunluan” 金融大混亂 (finance was in big chaos) to designate all the drastic socialpolitical transformations in China and to justify his migration to Hong Kong.
Fleeing wars, communist rule or simply gravitating towards a seemingly promising life,
many exiled writers from China at that time still had a strong tendency to look towards the
mainland. They were more attached to remembering past experience and nostalgic time, and
remained uncomprehending of their new surrounding reality. It was an “intended refusal” to
comprehend the new environment, where they only regarded Hong Kong as an ephemeral
asylum, peripheral to modern Chinese reality and temporality. Thus, when they wrote about
Hong Kong, their narrative was always in a comparative mode: the lifestyles, public facilities,
even the intelligence and patriotic feelings of local residents could never be equal to those in the
mainland. Such discrimination was but a result of their withdrawal from reality and temporality.
Liu, who probably shared a similar situation, articulates the predicament of his contemporaries:
“Hong Kong literature in the early fifties, to a certain extent, shows sign of struggle. While a large
amount of intellectuals have left Hong Kong for the mainland, another group of intellectuals have
come to Hong Kong from China seeking an old way of life. Most of these newcomers cannot
gather themselves up to tackle new difficulties, their life is very hard, they feel a void and are
lost, and they suffer extremely from the spiritual depression of life.”3 A lack of self-significance
and recognition from others, added to a combination of isolation and an indifference to one’s
surroundings, could unleash a kind of retrospection that plays an over-important role in one’s life.
The past becomes a safe territory no matter how dismal it was only because it had already been
experienced. This obsession with the past is more an intention to delay the arrival of the present
than a sheer nostalgia to cherish the remembrance, while the changing, lived present constitutes
a disrupting force to subvert such temporal withdrawal. However, Liu is far more interested, than
many of his contemporaries, in portraying the ethnoscape of how the local community lives of
Hong Kong at that time were brought under the growing influences of the social and economic
changes.
The narrator in Jiu Tu 酒徒 (The Drunkard), Liu’s tour de force which was first serialized
in a popular evening post in 1962, is an alcoholic city-dweller who is exiled from the mainland
in the late forties but finds himself “trapped” within this fast-developing metropolis and its
dominant values, that is, “fast buck” mentality and the commercialization of almost everything.
The amorphousness of the metropolis, paralleled by the storytelling technique of stream of
consciousness, precludes the alcoholic from forming any persistent and coherent attitude towards
the prevalent values of the city and keeps him from any position outside the domain, where
he strives hard to live by writing martial arts and pornographic fiction for a few commercial
newspapers. Always between being sober and drunk, the narrator relentlessly criticizes and
resists the commodity forms in this modernizing cultural and social life but never carries his
3

Liu Yichang, “Wushi niandai chuqi di Xianggang wenxue” 五十年代初期的香港文學 [“Hong Kong Literature
of the Early 1950s”], Xianggang Wenxue 香港文學 [Hong Kong Literary] 6 (June 1985): 13. Until otherwise
indicated, all English translations following are mine.
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critiques through in any real social practice. As a migrant from the prosperous early twentycentury Shanghai, he is not unfamiliar with what a capitalist society looks like (in the early fifties,
Hong Kong was just a quasi-barbaric, culturally backward and marginal colony in the eyes of
those intellectuals and elites from the cosmopolitan Shanghai; but the picture changed drastically
in the 1960s). Yet what he has confronted in this place of exile drives him to alcohol as a way of
escape. His addiction to alcohol is a symbol of self-exile or self-alienation from the domination
of city life. Only his perverse indulgence enables him to move beyond the repression of the
living environment to a broader and alternative vision of reality. And in this sense, a correlation
between writing an ideal, “serious” literature and exilic experience can be established because
writing “serious” literature itself, in the context of this commercialized city, could be seen as a
form of exile, far away from the interest of the profit-oriented publishers and the vulgar taste of
the general public, according to the description of the narrator.
What makes special of this colonial city that provides Liu’s drunken narrator-cum-protagonist
with physical safety from political turmoil in mainland China but renders him socially and
literarily insignificant is its unique political and historical context. In the 1950s when Liu moved
to Hong Kong, the British colonial government had thought of abandoning the city because
of its indefensibility against the Communist China and the heavy burden created by the huge
influx of refugees from the mainland. It was the U.S. under the leadership of Eisenhower that
persuaded Britain to hold onto the colony for its strategic function in the Cold War.4 America saw
Hong Kong as a useful base for intelligence gathering about China, production of anticommunist
propaganda materials, and a place of rest and recreation for its military. As a result, certain
freedom was allowed to the activities of Hong Kong pro-China leftists while the British colonial
government closely monitored any labor movement and would readily deport or refuse entrance
of any figures who might endanger its governance. Although the Chinese communist regime
regarded the colonial status of Hong Kong invalid and the British administration temporary, it
could derive considerable economic benefits from the colony and use it as a medium to trade with
the West. The Cold War and the threat of the state-socialist model of development, along with the
growing nationalist movements in Asia, were responsible for the reconfiguration of the colonialstyle modernization and the onset of the U.S.-led war on poverty.
As a symbol of “free world” in the struggle of the Cold War, Hong Kong began its capitalist
modernization along the line of the Western model. The U.S.-led Allies perceived East Asian
region including Korean Peninsula, Japan and Taiwan Strait as most open to direct communist
influence and assault. This is the context in which these areas received large amounts of economic
and military aid. Although Hong Kong did not get any direct aid from the U.S., its manufactured
4

See Chi-Kwan Mark, “Defence or Decolonisation? Britain, the United States, and the Hong Kong Question in
1957,” The Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History 33.1 (2005): 51-72. Mark points out that it was more
of the Britain’s own imperial decline than of a genuine Chinese threat that made the British to think of giving up
Hong Kong in 1957. But the irony was “when the British government was considering abandoning Hong Kong,
the local population was demanding the continuation of British colonialism,” p. 68.
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products were granted with favorable status to enter the U.S. and European markets. However,
the U.S. agencies did financially support some Hong Kong local publishing houses in the cultural
Cold War against the Communist China.5 On the other hand, Hong Kong had transformed itself
from an entrepot under the shadow of the Korean War embargo into a fast-growing industrial
economy in the 1960s to which The Drunkard bears witness. The later economic achievement
(or what is usually called “miracle”) of Hong Kong does not necessarily mean the triumph of
East Asian region but rather a successful articulation of Hong Kong cultures into the capitalist
narrative within which the Euro-American values are still globally dominant. Yet, Hong Kong
people were not passive actors in the global politics of the Cold War. Even though the capitalist
modernization was initiated and introduced from the outside, Hong Kong people over the decades
had developed their own ways of living and means of handling the changes.
Harry Harootunian points out:
[C]apitalism was “born of colonization and the world market”
and has subsequently “universalized” history, inasmuch as it has
established systematic relations of social interdependence on a global
scale that have eventually encompassed noncapitalist societies. In this
regard, capitalism has managed to fix a standard of measurement –
world time – produced by a “single global space of co-existence,” within
which action and events are subject to a single, quantifiable chronology.
But because different social practices remain outside this abstract
measure, capitalism has not “unified” history.6
The differences, under the imposed temporality of capitalist modernization, had been captured
in Liu’s fiction. From 1950s onwards, Hong Kong has undergone a spectacular development with
marvelous economic achievement and rapid urbanization under the British colonial authority, and
emerged as a major metropolis in Southeast Asia. The rate of urbanization was phenomenal due to
the growth of the natural population and the continual arrival of refugees. Although technological
advances and a fast growing economy have given Hong Kong the ability to absorb this rapidly
growing population, high-density living, shortage of space and overcrowding remained a major
problem to the metropolitan expansion. On the other hand, the cultural system of Hong Kong is
heterogeneous, even among the ninety-eight percent of population which are Chinese in origin,
their dialects, customs and styles of living are diverse. Against this background of multiplicity of
culture and the dissolution of traditional community, the plurality of practices and perspectives
5

See, for instance, William Tay, “Colonialism, the Cold War Era, and Marginal Space,” ed. Pang-Yuan Chi
and David Der-wei Wang, Chinese Literature in the Second Half of a Modern Century: A Critical Survey
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indianan University Press, 2000), 31-38.
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Harry Harootunian, History’s Disquiet: Modernity, Cultural Practice, and the Question of Everyday Life (New
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could be generated and forborne, notwithstanding the structural integration of capitalization.
The high influx of people from China into the British colony of Hong Kong in the early
1950s, either because of the opposition to the new regime in the mainland or of the loss of their
means of livelihood, or because of the fear of persecution or suppression, did not culminate in a
confrontation between fragmented immigrant communities and the local homegrown population,
which happened in the seventies and eighties. Hundreds of thousands of Chinese came to Hong
Kong to seek asylum, which partly explains the post-war increase in population. The population
is practically Chinese and the great majority is Southern Chinese, mainly of Cantonese descent.
While a majority of refugees are natives of Guangdong, the rest of them are from other parts of
China, a fact which places these non-Cantonese at a disadvantage in adjusting themselves to
Hong Kong. Liu left for Southeast Asia in the early 1950s to seek better job opportunities but
returned to Hong Kong disappointed some years later, probably because of the rise of nationalism
and the indigenous prejudice against the Chinese minorities there.
The responses of the migrant writers from China to the growth of Hong Kong are sundry
because of their different periods of arrival. But the city is always considered a melting pot in
which the boundaries of different cultures are broken down. Accompanied by economic growth,
the impact of commodity production has mainly led to this cultural breakdown. And from
among the various responses to the city we can notice that a certain consensus emerges, which is
epitomized as an image of the “commercialized city.” As an editor of several daily newspapers’
supplement sections and writer of popular fiction, Liu preoccupied himself with the impact of
commodification on the sphere of culture as the subject matter of his novels. The state of being
exiled, combined with the urban experience of an alienated wanderer, is one of the pervasive
themes in Liu’s writing. The fact that he has spent a number of years in Singapore and Kuala
Lumpur makes the topic of exile particularly suggestive. Are his exiled journeys back to the
origin or away from it? Seeing little possibility of returning to China, like many refugees in the
fifties, Liu preferred to leave Hong Kong where he found it difficult to reestablish a literary career.
After six years in Southeast Asia, the newspapers he worked for closed down and he returned to
Hong Kong. In his autobiography, when he describes this returning, a sense of misery and dismay
surfaces between the lines:
In 1957, I came back to Hong Kong from Singapore and joined
Xianggang Shi Bao 香港時報 (Hong Kong Times) again as the editor of
the supplement. Since the salary was too low, I could not help producing
“mass products” (popular novels). To earn a living in Hong Kong by
writing, one had to write a lot. The works to which you devoted so much
could not earn money easily. I had written a great amount of fiction,
almost all of them were hasty works, careless, coarse and not refined
enough.7
7

“Zhichuang,” 2.
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His return was filled with frustrations and failures. And his return was not a journey towards
“home,” but merely a return to the city that he originally had no wish to stay. So what he was
practicing in his stories was a “distanced reading” of this city, which he could only read through
the isolation of detachment, by not being a part of it, by being for once an insider who was also an
outsider. Reading the city can only take place through the creation of spacing and also temporal
distancing, which is the reflection of an internal need of the process itself.
The Drunkard had won the widest critical acclaim among Liu’s works for its combination
of the stream-of-consciousness technique of modernism with the reality of Hong Kong society
of his time to provide a critique of the manipulation and deceptive illusion of modern consumer
society and the impact of commodity production on the sphere of culture. Resisting the
domination of capital, it is a story that concerns the powers of cultural industries and how people
are affected and even brainwashed by these massively produced cultural products. The objects of
his criticism include surface-package-advertising images, sexual illusions and escapist pleasures
of “trivial” literature, Mandarin films that contribute greatly to the brutalization and dulling of
senses, and the irresponsibilities and immoral behaviors of many writers and cultural producers.
As mentioned earlier, Liu seldom directly engaged in any political comments in his fiction. But
the very short-sighted cultural investment and the overwhelming profit-orientation of the general
minds could be associated with the colonial policy and the political insecurity of the place. The
protagonist/narrator in The Drunkard is merely an ordinary man or even an anti-hero. He is not
brave enough to champion the high art to wage a heroic but losing battle against the onslaught
of the commercialization of culture, let alone the larger political environment. Like a colonized
subject, he compromises and accepts the reality by producing martial arts and pornographic
fiction, though not without grumblings.
The protagonist visits wuting 舞廳 (dance hall) as a way out of his depression and as a
symbolic reaction against the value of bourgeois culture. With the general sexual repression at that
time, sexual adventures or erotic exploits can signify sexual emancipation from the bondage of
traditional morality, though somewhat deceptive and problematic. Sexual transaction remains on
the level of simple commodity production or a service industry, with the dance hall as factory. So
to buy sex is to consume a commodity with its illusory satisfaction and irresistible attractiveness
emanating from it. The experiences of paid sex in the story do not lead to enjoyment but frustration,
impotence in real love, futility and sterility of sex, that merely realize the sheer exchange-value
of non-humanistic colonial capitalism. A critique of commodification is somehow established
by associating sexuality with consumption as all commodities are designed to stimulate in the
consumer the desire to possess and the impulse to buy. Yet we find a mysterious eroticism of and
a voyeuristic preoccupation with the female body in the narrative. Women’s bodies are frequently
described as irreducibly sensuous figures: “When she smoked, I seemingly saw an obscene
picture... My fingers were like thieves who stole secrets on her body... My mind was knocked out
by the sound of the drums, only desire was dancing. I looked at her greedily... a thought suddenly
triumphed over everything else: I was impatient to be for once a hero on the body of a sixteen-
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year-old girl.”8
A general voyeurism is reinforced and habituated by a peculiar obsession and fetishization of
the female body. Such fetishization may allude to commodity fetishism that establishes a dichotomy
between appearance and concealed reality. In Liu’s story, women are strongly associated with
sexually stimulating illusions, a flirtation with commodity that affects consciousness and behavior;
a lure, a desire and the corrupting moral choice. The alcoholic is also a typical womanizer who
is passionately or sexually related to almost all the women he encounters, including the Lolitatyped teenager, the pitiful young girl prostituted by her mother, the sophisticated wunü 舞女
(dance hostess), the lonely landlady and the aged madam who is maniacal because of her lost
son. What is at issue is the sexual (and passionate) availability of these females to the male
protagonist. He can win hearts and minds, not just bodies, though sometimes he is betrayed and
victimized by these same women. It is quite ironic that Liu, who strongly criticizes the deceptive
illusion of commodity, would also reveal the moments of male fantasy promised by the general
sexualization of commodities, which provides an outlet for suppressed sexual urges. The fact is
that commodities had once borrowed their seductive language from human courtship and sexual
enjoyment, but the relationship is now reversed so that people unconsciously adopt expressions
from commodity aesthetics, and their sensuality is subsequently remolded by it.
The very core of the high culture/mass culture opposition may underlie a misogynistic
attitude within the trajectory of traditional thought that openly states its contempt for women
(though not without some sort of fantasy), yet this attitude has not been dealt with to the full
extent. In spite of a male denigration of mass culture as feminized or effeminate, the feminine
has also become a term to be exalted. In Hong Kong society of the 1960s, women stand for the
side of life that seems to be outside (patriarchal) history. Social oppression and control are always
felt by women whose chances at excelling in work other than those associated to domesticity are
unrealistically belittled. Their intellectual and productive work is not easily recognized. In many
cultural products of the times, women are not always addressed as significant members of the
working force, but only as affluent women who belong to the selected group of the privileged,
and those who are at the lower economic rungs are integrated into the work force but they do not
have “real” productive potential, as evident in the dance hall girls in the story. Because of these
conceptualizations of women, the values of interpersonal relations, feeling and caring are then
allocated to women in direct proportion to their de facto ban from social and economic activities.
And among different types of women, the dance hall girl is more heavily loaded with certain
ambiguous qualities. The dance hall girl signifies sexual liberation. She is more independent,
self-sufficient, and rebellious than the woman in the family who is assumed to be a passive victim
of patriarchal oppression. It may be the reason why the male protagonist in The Drunkard, who
regards himself as a bohemian or deviant of society, tends to identify with the dance hall girl that
is the “other” to the “good” woman.
As pointed out by a film critic, from 1950s to the early 1960s, “the role of the woman
8

Jiu Tu 酒徒 [The Drunkard] (Taipei: Yuanjing, 1979), 140-41.
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protagonist in those films centred around the nightclub is generally stronger than that of her
counterpart in the family film. The female character in the nightclub is usually the star singer,
by virtue of which she actually articulates the gaze and the narrative. She directs the gaze of the
audience (both the nightclub audience in the film and the theatre audience) by occupying the
central spot... The degree to which the woman singer controls this sequence of events indicates
how far she has managed her importance (and independence)... it is more than likely that a
comparison with the role of the woman in the family films would indicate a greater degree of
narrative determination in the nightclub characters.”9 The projection onto the nightclub girl who
is seen as a “new” version of the feminine is not a rare phenomenon even nowadays in Hong
Kong cultural production. It is actually a commonplace to symbolize woman’s body as change
itself. The male gaze on the tempting but elusive female body expresses the desire and anxiety of
what change may become.
Even if the writer identifies with the woman, nightclub girl in particular, she remains the
“other” for him as she is reduced to a symbolic sign and something foreign to him. In short, woman
is still the very otherness in the ideological structure of patriarchal capitalist culture. However,
the sexual liberation of the nightclub girl under capitalism, though definitely being turned into
sexual objects, confers a certain form of subjectivity by giving her the chance for social and
economic autonomy. Not only her body is a commodity at its purest, her profession designates a
sheer relation of exchange that epitomizes the general social relationships in a capitalist society.
Intended or not, Liu’s story has demonstrated a consciousness of simultaneously differing forms of
temporalization within a single space that is somewhat unified by the logic of colonial capitalism:
the resistant but conservative view against the negative power of mass culture and of preserving
the high art/popular culture dichotomy; the traditional patriarchal scorn for women; the fantasy
projections of female body as a new kind of freedom initiated by the modern age; and the lived
experiences of independent women entering the labor market and representing a new force that
propels changes. Though not strongly thematizing time, Liu’s fiction depicts the coexistence and
succession of different modes of thinking and temporality, and how they articulate with or eclipse
one another.
His another reputed work “Dui Dao” 對倒 (“Intersection,” 1972)10, a name for a pair of
adjoining stamps arranged so that one of them is in a normal position and the other inverted, is
a story set in the city in the 1970s, of which two stories of two protagonists develop along side
each other and reflect and contrast with one another simultaneously. It is also a story about idle
wandering, about two people strolling in a city, articulating the intersection of different modes
9

Roger Garcia, “The Illicit Place,” ed. Shu Kei, A Comparative study of Post-War Mandarin and Cantonese
Cinema (Hong Kong: Urban Council, 1983), 148-9.
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form until 2000, probably because Wong Kar-wai’s motion picture In the Mood for Love 花樣年華 (2000) has
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of time, discovering remarkable things and even looking at the tiniest details and movements of
things, including banal objects. They collect every image of urban experience for their daydreams.
The immediate present of city life is telescoped through the past and future of the two characters
respectively. A set of “here and nows” are demonstrated to be hovered between unsettled past and
indeterminate future. Strolling through the city in which the crowd is unknown to him, Chunyu
Bai 淳于白, the middle-aged male protagonist of the novella, does not know how to locate
himself except by following the moving mass:
The bus came to a halt. A sudden impulse prompted Chunyu Bai
to get off the bus with the other passengers. He didn’t know why, but
that was what he did.
This was Mongkok. In the past, he had walked along this road
innumerable times. There were too many people here. There were too
many cars. Mongkok was always so crowded. Everybody seemed to
have some urgent business on hand; the rushing, sweaty people were
not necessarily all bent on striking it rich. The Japanese dolls in the
department stores had lovely smiles. The songstress at the opera house
had eyelids with double folds produced by the plastic surgeon’s knife. A
revolving restaurant. The registration for buying next year’s mooncakes
by installments had begun. A thirty-percent discount on all books put
out by this publisher. Fresh-water crabs from Yangcheng Lake on sale
at 3 p.m. tomorrow. Shrimp dumplings, barbecue pork buns.11
The theme of the crowd of strangers and the theme of an individual idler who strolls the
street, lonely and isolated within the crowd, are closely related to the strong sense of dislocation
and displacement. The diversity and mobility of things appear divorced from the time and the
place to which they belong. But time, in such a commercialized city, functions as an efficacious
framework for organizing all manners of human activities. The measurement of time has been
reduced to an hour of sale (“on sale at 3 p.m.”) and the installment period (“buying next year’s
mooncakes by installment had begun”). Exerting a disciplinary pressure, time expresses and
reconfigures social relations that unite commodity production, consumption, and everything
in between. Mongkok that somewhat represents the whole city just becomes a marketplace, a
large department store or a commodity-filled dream world for the crowd/consumer. Liu makes a
strategic choice to focus on consumption rather than production as an epitome of city life. It is
hard to find a safe haven of enduring value in such a context prior to the arrival of capitalization.
The market-driven pace and the unending circulation of goods have even turned humans into a
11

The English quotation of this story is based on the translation by Nancy Li in Renditions: Special Issue on Hong
Kong 29 & 30 (Spring & Autumn 1988): 87; the title of the story is translated to “Intersection.” Until otherwise
indicated, all following references are to this work.
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form of commodity. The female images in the narrative are connected with the constellation of
“display,” “advertisement” and “fake”: the one who has a lovely smile is a Japanese doll and the
eyelids of the songstress are man-made. The figure of the displayed woman becomes an allegory
of the world of things, objects and commodities. She mimics the commodity and takes on its
allure to arouse the desire of possession.
Doll motif and fake female images have a critical meaning in the story. The goal of the girl,
that is the other protagonist Ah Xing 亞杏, is to become a “doll” or an object of desire under the
domination of commodity fetishism:
Her heart beat wildly when she saw a mannequin wearing a
wedding gown in the window of a photographer’s studio. The gown
was made of white gauze as thin as a cicada’s wing; it was beautiful. Ah
Xing gazed at the wedding gown wide-eyed. She couldn’t help feeling
jealous of the mannequin... After she’d been staring for some time, a
smile appeared on the mannequin’s face. A mannequin couldn’t smile.
The smiling woman in the wedding gown was actually herself.12
Her eyes were glued to the ceiling, where the circular beam of a
spotlight suddenly appeared. In this spotlight stood a heavily made-up
woman in an evening gown, microphone in hand, singing. The woman
was very beautiful. Behind her several Filipino musicians played a
popular song,... The woman who had suddenly appeared on the ceiling
also sang quite well. Ah Xing was curious and looked closer; the woman
singing into the microphone was herself.13
She saw ten of herself.
She saw a hundred of herself.
The ceiling became a screen. She was smiling sweetly on the screen.
Her smile appeared in ten districts at the same time; it appeared on
the screens of a hundred cinemas at the same time. Eyes, eyes. Eyes.
Eyes. Innumerable eyes were gazing at her smile… There were many
pictorials on the ceiling. There were many newspapers on the ceiling.
Hong Kong Movies. Screen World. South China Cinema. Gala Cinema.
The Sing Tao Illustrated. Four Seas Weekly. Sing Tao Evening News.
Daily Express. The Limelight. Entertainment News. Sing Pao. Ming
Pao. Her picture was on the cover of every one.14
12

Ibid., 86.
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Feminist theories argue that women are always trained to watch themselves being observed
and to think of themselves as objects. Even with no one looking and even without a display
window, Ah Xing cannot help but view herself as constantly being viewed. Her identification
with the fashionable and sensual woman figures provides a symbolic rather than an experienced
meaning for her. The projections of the women on the screen, on the covers of magazines or
obscene photographs and in the movies, and even onto the mannequin in the store window, entail
not merely the loss of self, but also the incorporation of the world of things or commodities as
fantasy images within her own daydreams and then losing herself in them.
Loss of oneself in the disjunction of things is particularly a nightmare to an outsider who
has already lost his home and hopelessly attempted to make contact with his new surroundings.
The city life of colonial Hong Kong may not be new to Chunyu Bai but he still thinks of himself
not as an immanent member, and nearly all his thoughts carry the mark of obsession with his own
past and with his beginning of exile twenty years before. What he can summon to reconstitute
his identity and what he can resort to in order to recoil from the city’s mess and chaos is his past,
which exists in a different temporal dimension and provides a different perspective on the hassle
of a capitalist colony. The task of this wandering idler is to transform the things of rupture back
into a thing of connection. His nostalgia runs deep when he loiters in the city. “Chunyu Bai was
a man fuelled by his past. His life force was activated by his memories”15. He conjures up the
image of one place while rooted in another. The place, the thing and the image have become his
wandering ground, inhabitable and recognizable only through the approximation of narrative
remembrance: “Chunyu Bai paid particular attention to that old building because twenty years
ago, he would go there frequently to speculate in gold”16; “Chunyu Bai walked on and saw a black
dog... He remembered a pug-dog called ‘Mary’ and another pug-dog called ‘Lucky.’ He had had
a pair of pug-dogs at home when he was in secondary school... When he left Shanghai, the five
pug-dogs ran round him, barking incessantly...”17; “When he smoked, he always thought about
the past... He remembered his first cigarette. He was just over twenty then, and had gone from
Shanghai to Chongqing on his own to work for a newspaper”18; “Now, when he saw the woman
knocked down by a car, though he was looking at the other side of the road, he was thinking about
events of over thirty years ago. ‘Death isn’t something to be afraid of,’ he thought. More than
thirty years ago, he had been on the brink of death and he knew what it was like”19; “‘The female
lead is very beautiful and looks a bit like Helen Hayes when she was young.’ Chunyu Bai’s eyes
fell on the poster... Thinking about Helen Hayes in the thirties, he had moved up the queue to the
box office window unawares”20; “The wedding of the hero and the heroine was on the screen;
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Chunyu Bai recalled his own wedding.”21
The estranged realities of colonial modernity and capitalization can only be made sense
of in a comparative mode. He has sought to restore the recurring images in order to assuage his
homesickness. The images depend on the power of association, and association is supplied and
prompted by memory. Association by resemblance becomes a special homecoming, although
home is no longer there. The memory of the retrospective images recreates a new space from
which time has made him forget the urgencies of the present, to exercise his own being and
through which to reimagine his beginnings. But his desires to return to past images and the
imaginary space he creates while living in a colonized present merely sends him further away
from what he desires. The imaginary space constructed by his conjuring is just a fragile reality.
Sitting in a dance hall in Shanghai listening to Wu Yingyin
singing “Sending my love a thousand miles away on a moonbeam” was
entirely different from sitting in a restaurant in Hong Kong listening
to Yao Surong singing “I’m not coming home tonight.” The mood was
different because the times had changed. The times Chunyu Bai longed
for were gone. Nothing from that period survived. He could look for his
lost happiness in his memories. Yet the memory for happiness was like
a faded photograph, blurred and unreal. When he heard Yao Surong
sing, he remembered those years. Those bygone days were something
he could only look at through a dusty window pane; something he
could see, but couldn’t touch. And everything he saw was blurred and
indistinct.22
Describing from within the mind of Chunyu Bai, Liu cannot help denouncing the memorial
nostalgia and reconstruction as unreal and invalid, although the faded memories can become the
space for nonreification (or even resistance) that may not be entirely conquered by the onward
march of colonial capitalist temporal rhythm. Chunyu Bai’s reflexive thinking always lies outside
him and is sometimes accompanied with the interpretive and narrative language of the writer. The
inner thoughts of the characters are frequently inserted with a certain rationalization of the writer,
but when confronting different “external” events in the city, the writer would restrain himself and
the respective character would become the sole narrator and witness. This double vision reveals
the need for and fear of being the one and the other, but also reminds the narrator of the coexistence of different temporalities or some kind of unevenness produced by the accelerated speed
of capitalist modernity. It is these memories that have been left out as some unwanted residue or
surplus, which is differentiated from capitalist modernity at large. The emotional attachment to
an old China is not particularly popular in the British colony with continuous economic growth
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where a new separate identity that the local inhabitants are proud of has been increasingly in
shape to legitimize the status quo.
Living in Hong Kong and writing in the 1970s, Liu learned that he could not be an exile any
longer since it was not a tenable position. Realizing the universalization of commodified culture
that emerged in the seventies is a powerful force that cuts across hybrid forms of different cultures
and origins, he had to think about his own sense of identity. Holding onto a national identity is
almost not an option in a colonized world especially when nationalism might simply mean an
embrace of the Chinese communist regime. Being a migrant is marginal in a fast developing
society, but the insistence on writing alternative literary work in a commercialized society is
doubly marginalized. The discovery of this marginality has problematized his conviction in
the ideals of literature and assimilation into the capitalist Hong Kong. In “Intersection” he tries
to offer a different vision that triumphs over the experiences of the exile. But he also ratifies
that experience and representation by generalizing it as the common characteristic of every city
dweller.
If the exile is someone who inhabits one place and remembers or projects the reality of
another in a different mode of temporality, Ah Xing, this Hong Kong-born teenager, is also an
“exile.” She is physically at home in a given place but temporally exiled to a future experience of
it. Her fantasy of love and dream of being a movie star mimic a rebirth and a starting anew. As a
teenager who is afraid of the bounds of living and isolation, Ah Xing pursues the favored image
of herself by identifying with the recognizable icons of the city. Her sense of identity is a result
of the internalization of outer views of herself, through which she invents a self based on her
reflection in an actual mirror or in the mirror of the other’s eyes. But Liu’s description of a Hong
Kong youth like Ah Xing still places much emphasis on the indeterminacies and contingencies
of her lived experiences (random images or objects encountered in her daily life easily become
her fantasies). The disdained contents of everyday life, though confined to the larger structures of
capitalist society, are affirmed (and critiqued) as a lived experience against an epochal temporality
brought on by the unifying force of modernity.
Situating himself in between these two characters of distinct backgrounds and origins, Liu
Yichang has framed his identity at once inside and outside, and in between different modes of
being and temporality. The loss of contact with home and the new place he inhabits interrogate the
authenticity of his identity and deny him a unified image of the self. The moments of remembering
the past and trying to resituate it in the present create a double life of which past remains only
as a living layer under modern impositions. The splitting of the subject then is enacted in the
writing, making the unifying identification almost an impossibility. Hong Kong culture appears
in the story as the mixture of heterogeneous codes typical of a modern city (advertisement, mass
media, unleashed dreams and fantasies that promise the potential for immediate but temporary
happiness and freedom). The story asserts that the question of identity can never be seen beyond
representation. A city wanderer, or an exile in the broadest sense, ignores time (rush hour, schedule,
work day); instead of getting somewhere, he hangs around and enjoys the view. He is lost in the
streets and seduced by images and signs, but he refuses to submit to the commodity production
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process. His practice is a demonstration against this commercialized colonial city by conjuring up
the unwanted excesses of a past that does not go away.
For Liu, the lived experiences in everyday life can serve as a space of differences or a different
mode of temporality that may not be entirely dominated by the totalization and rationalization
of capitalism. His reaction to this problem is to turn to fiction. However, this represents a typical
response to the problem, for it turns away from the conditions of active existence in favor of a
world of contemplative reflection. It is also a kind of critique that emphasizes its critical role
and intellectual engagement with consciousness. In other words, it is a form of resistance. But
resistance is something that still depends upon the thing it criticizes, and by no means is it an
independent form of thinking. However, Liu actually has done more than just being resistant:
in order to gain insight into the decay of capitalist culture one must actually be decadent, for
one then can obtain the resources to resist it. In short, he is both decadent and also its antithesis,
anti-decadent, an embodiment of contrary views, a wealth of oppositions and struggles. Such
oppositions and internal conflicts become the drives that make his fiction rich in potential. He
speaks against his times. But being able to speak against his times does not mean that he has
an identity that is independent of the spirit of his age. We are just historical beings. No one can
have his way out of their own times. Modern consciousness is an awareness of its own temporal
situatedness. Its sense of temporality defines its self-consciousness. To be modern, for Liu, means
to know that one is a prisoner of one’s historically constituted condition.
While criticizing the problems created by capitalist modernization, Liu is fascinated by
the contemporary developments he depicts and sees them in himself no less than in his social
environment. As modern he may have become increasingly aware of being locked into his own
times, but he also understands that there emerges below the surface prevailingly different but coexisting temporalities that rumple and unsettle the spell of routine that call attention to moments
of discordant rhythms. We are beings who must dwell within the confines of our own times as
governed by the structure of modernization, but it is still possible to detect the contradictions
and uneven tensions of one’s age. Fragments of the past can suddenly pop up to encroach on the
present. However much Liu detests capitalist modernity he is also fascinated by it. The power of
the forces unleashed by capital is also a kind of liberation. His works come from an impure form
that involves the co-existence of different temporalities, and any purification of such impurity
will only lead to its exhaustion.※
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